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This story is the result of curiosity about what computers can do.
I wanted to create an tale that would 

evoke a sense of adventure,
using some computer tools paired with my 

own memories of 
childhood discovery and adventure.

---------
thank you to the amazing researchers who built the incredible

text and image creation devices I used:
GPT-3 for the story text,
and Dall-E 2 for the images.

 
thank you also to my incredibly creative wife,

my best friend Sam,
who created the font used in this book,

Sam Serif.
 

Enjoy this story, and go create something afterwards!
-Chris



One autumn evening, a small porcupine named
Prickles found herself lost in the woods. 



She had been playing with her friends near the edge of the
forest when she wandered too far away and couldn't find

her way back.



As the sun began to set, Prickles started to feel scared.



But then she heard rustling in the bushes



and three mysterious creatures appeared.



They introduced themselves as Scratch the raccoon,



Whiskers the opossum,



and Hoot the owl.



They said they would help Prickles find her way home.



Together, they walked through the woods,



helped Prickles over obstacles,



and kept her safe from predators.



Finally, they arrived at Prickles' home just in time for dinner.



Prickles was so happy to be home and safe.



She learned a valuable lesson from her adventure



and promised to never wander off into the woods by herself again.



- the end -

thank you for going on this adventure.
 

I really enjoyed creating it for you.
 

the tools I used were on my computer.
 

all I had to do was tell the computer what 
kind of story and pictures I wanted,

 
and it did all the rest.

 
pretty amazing!



in the future, you will have even more incredible tools
available for you to create with.

 
the things I used to make this story have

amazing abilities, but also
some things they don't do very well.

 
see if you can spot some places where it did a

really good job.
also, look for what it's just 

not very good at yet.
---------

maybe you will help create the next tools of
amazing creativity that will

bring joy, adventure, and discovery
to the young people of the future...

 
take a look at a few of the extra images on the next page, 

then go make something just for fun!
-Chris



the prompt that was entered into GPT-3 to create this story -
 

"write a slightly scary descriptive children's story with a happy ending about a cute
porcupine that gets lost in the woods and has a big adventure, meets 3 mysterious

creatures, and finally finds its way home to its parents at dinner time''
 

the images were generated in a similar manner.
see if you can identify which of the story's pages these prompts created -

 
"mysterious owl, raccoon, and opossum, children's book illustration''

 
"tiny cozy and comfy porcupine house with two porcupines looking out of the window,

at sunset in a field near the woods, children's book illustration''
 


